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Proposal D M eets D efeat But Grand Valley Is Still Hurting
As Michigan voter* were sending
the Tisch tax cut to defeat Tuesday,
Grand Valley Faculty and adminis
trators were trying to decide how to
cut Grand Valley’s budget.
Even though Proposal D was not
approved, the college still faces sub
stantial cuts in its appropiation from
the state. Coupled with a decline in
tuition revenue this spells trouble
for Grand Valley, not only this year,
but next year as well, according to
Provost Glenn Niemeyer.

Grand Valley’s
Student Run
Weekly

Niemeyer met with the faculty
Salary and Budget Committee Tues
day to discuss options for cutting
Grand Valley’s budget.
Earlier this year $769,000 was
pared, mostly by not hiring replace
ments for employees who left the
institution.
Several professors at the meeting
expressed strong feelings about
where the additional money should
be cut, saying uiat priorities should
be set protecting the welfare of in

struction and those things most di
rectly affecting it.
“I’m willing to do my bit, but not
when there's deadwood sitting
around,” one faculty member said
before specifying the geographical
location
of one example of
deadwood.
The Salary and Budget Committee
was to meet Wednesday and again
next Tuesday to formulate specific
recommendations of areas where
they would prefer cuts are made.

Other Ballot Initiatives Beaten, Too
Michigan voters turned thumbs
down on all three tax reform propo
sals and on Proposal B which would
have lowered the legal drinking age
from 21 to 19.
Voters also rejected Proposal E,
which would have increased the in
come tax to pay for new prisons;

Proposal G which would have allowed the Legislature to pass laws
amending their immunity to civil
prosecution; and Proposal II which
would have changed the role of the
Lt. Governer.
In the race for the 96th District
for the State House of Represents

tives, Marvin 'Mickey
over his opponenr, an
Democrat Knight is i
the Grand Valles p.
!
This was Knip'r , *»■<
the 96th District
Muskegon
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Profc Call for Consistency
In Summer Paychecks
by Susan Collins
The Executive Committee of the
(faculty) Senate (ECS) developed re
commendations to be taken to the
Salary and Budget Committee Friday
for possible budget cuts in the Acad
emic Affairs Division. Two areas of
discussion were summer salaries and
personnel reduction policy.
In the past, any consistency in
faculty summer salaries was non-cxsistent and salaries paid to faculty
“ranged all over the map," according
to one professor. Enormous discrep
ancies exist across units and even, be
tween departments.
Faculty Senate members devised a
formula which would provide “equal
pay for equal work in the summer
adjusted to the credit hours gener
ated by the professor during the
year” according to ECS member
Robert Mayberry.
The formula derives a “mean”
salary per credit hour. For example,
if a professor cams $24,000 during
the year and generates 24 credit
hours throughout the year -summer
pay for that faculty member would
be $1,000 per credit hour.
Incorporating some consistency
for summer salaries will possibly

Senate To M eet
The Student Senate will hold a
special meeting, Monday, Nov. 10.
Scheduled to speak is Vicepresident
for Administration
Ronald VanSteeland, who will dis
cuss budget cuts over and beyond
the one already experienced at
Grand Valley.
The meeting is at 5 p.m. in the
Campus Center Laurel Room.

First-semester College of Arts and
Sciences freshman and other students
in academic difficulty will be receiv
ing mid-semester grade reports short
ly.
According to CAS Associate Dean
Mary Seeger, the reports are "strictly
an advisory measure, which lets the
students know where they stand.”
Seeger said that there are 994 stu
dents currently in academic diffi
culties. Out of that amount, 356
have an average grade of below the
2.00 or “C” level.
When mailed to the student’s local
address the reports will also contain
a letter from the dean’s office and
the college’s career planning and
counseling center outlining suggest
ions for improvements.
Some of these may include taking
a look at studying habits, checking
out the various methods of campus
help, or talking to the course instructor to iron out the situation.
Seeger explained that this procedure was a recommendation of the
Planning Board, which studies all
aspects about Grand Valley in regirds to accreditation.
“This is the first year this has been
done at GVSC although it is fairly

Fanner
Denied Term,

allow for more courses to be offered.
ECS also discussed priorities for
cutting Grand Valley's budget.
An initiative stating that any cuts
be made first “to things with the
least direct relationship to instruc
tion” was expanded to read “to the
academic health of the institution.”
ECS also formed a subcommittee
to work on changes in the adminis
trative manual pertaining to person
nel policy.
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ager of The Lanthorn, the Student
of Housing and Activities Jeffrey
Brown and Vice-president Ronald and cutting costs, the Lanthorn
created a $6,550 surplus for the year.
VanSteeland.
This year Student Senate voted to
award the newspaper a $5,500
special grant in order to guarantee
that $8,000 more would be paid
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toxic shock is.
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year,
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higher incident with the use of Rely change the tampon alrout every b ur
by about $26,000 in GVSC instit shock.
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Apparently, the disease can also tampons.
One problem says Callahan is that continue use of tampons, and (4 .
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Wessell he was “very happy" to result from wound infections which
program will get about SS9.000 get the grant, which will pay for explains its occurrence in children present data is based on a small not leave the tampon in overt,
“Women who have had toxic
some student aid and salaries for and men.
number of cases.
from the government,
shouldn’t use
“The last figures I saw were based shock probably
“ At this time, it ap-'-ars to be an
The money was awarded recent- employees.
The one-year award will terminate intoxication by an exotoxin released on 55 cases,” said Callahan. “This
ly following the acceptance of a
in October of 1981.
continued on page three
budget for the use of the mooev.
from Stapbyloccus aureus," says makes any statements very shaky.”

College Asks for Power to Close Lanthorn I f . . . .

‘Advisory’ Marks To Be Sent
by Larry See

Nuinlit:

Bilingual Ed Gets *59,000

Shock Syndrome A ils Ex-Employee
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Reagan Wins: The News Hits Hard

Lanthorn Editorials

by Thomas D. Smith

D Is Not the End
proposal D was defeated Tuesday and Michigan’s colleges and univer
sities sighed a breath of relief.
Unfortunately, that breath is a short one. The state s hobbled
economy is not providing sufficient tax revenues to keep all of Michigan's
four-year colleges running at their present levels.
At Grand Valley the problem is worsened by declining enrollment.
Professors and administrators arc now examining the college budget
searching for dollars to cut not only from next year’s operation, but
from this year’s.
Trying to cut money that is being spent right now is, as the Provost
put It, “a pistol.”
Declining campus morale during budget cuts , as we learned in the
spring of 1979, is another problem.
No longer is there the external enemy, the Tisch proposal, to unify
the campus during these hard times.
It will be difficult for administrators to cut programs and services in
this atmosphere, but a good start has been made in the faculty position
that cuts should be made first to areas with the least direct relationship
to the academic health of the institution.

Best Bus Yet
>■■i
Student Senate and the Student Activities Office sponsored transpor
tation to the polls in Allendale Tuesday. While the ridership for this ser
vice was not great, its cost-effectiveness goes far beyond any equation in
volving numbers of riders.
Grand Valley, as an educational institution should promote participa

tion in the electoral process.
Learning to participate in community affairs is an essential part of a
college education. We urge the college to continue such efforts in future
elections, even when there arc not ballot proposals, like lisch, which
would directly affect Grand Valley.

There Was a Time— Now?
At 9:58 p.m. Tuesday President Carter conceded defeat.
The prospect of a Reagan Presidency is troubling. If he follows
through on the aggressive foreign policy pronouncements of his
campaign, we may see the end of America’s brief withdrawal from the
world's battle zones.
Henry Kissinger, Nixon’s national security advisor and secretary of
state, will likely pain an influential position in the Reagan administration.
Will the wiretapping and the paranoia about “the enemy within
begin anew?

The news hit hard. Not like the kind of
shot that hit the body during a prize fight;
more like a stick of high-grade TNT beneath a
bank vault . . . in short, the term to describe
the event was grand larceny.
270-plus votes worth, with no strings
attached.
This was the night that coalition politics
died. This was a night when, in the words of
Sander Vanocur on ABC television, "Ronald
Reagan stood the New Deal on its head.”
Vanocur made a shrewd observation when
he pointed out that political eras last approx
imately 40 years at a time. This was the night
that traditional generational Democratic bases
turned to mud . . . almost like Herbert Hoover
screaming revenge, with the condors at his
side.
The last time a politician was blasted this
bad was 1932: Hoover walked oui with only
87 votes, while thcn-Prcsidcnt-elcct and soonto-bc-immortal Franklin Delano Roosevelt ran
off with the other 442. It was hard t-ven to
concede Jimmy Carter any electoral votes
anywhere.
All over the nation traditional politics^js
dying. It’s replacement should be called “SIG
politics.” That’s SIG, as in “Special-IntcrestGroup”, as in voters with only one desire on

There was a time when the Marines could solve our problems for us.
There was a time when the Central Intelligence Agency could quietly
"destabilize" governments not in our favor. There was a time when we
ignored the legitimate national aspirations of other countries
There was a time when America could get away with that.
The world is different today. .The people of the underdeveloped
world are aware of thtir relationship to the United States and to the
other big powers.
They have moved to form cartels and alliances to protect themselves.
They are learning to play the superpowers off against each other.
When the American government represses these nations the)’ retaliate.
The taking of the hostages in Iran is no fluke. It is not the work of rel
igions fanatics led by a madman. It is the natural result of years of
American domination of the Iranian people.
There is no way to condone the injustices suffered by the 52
Americans who have been captive for over a year.
There is a way to avoid more injusti :.

cratic President was refused re-election was in
1888 when Rcnjamin Harrison defeated
Grover Cleveland. Cleveland came back four
years later to win again . . . the only time a
President was elected to two non-consecutive
terms. Knowing Jimmy Carter, like his losing
Georgia governor's bid, the hour is darkest
before the dawn. In politics, as in life, the
best conclusions arc made after all the data is
in. Now comes 1984.
George Orwell, where arc you when we
need you?
(Smith, a senior at Grand Valley, "Works at
W GVCTV and served as a contributing editor
at the now-defunct Grand Rapids publica
tion WorkWcck.)

The Connection Between Policies and Graves
by Rodney Sncdeker
Graves and policies arc intimately con
nected. A decade ago graves were dug for
students at Sa'n Jose and Kent State. There
were the results of policies in formation years
before.
Just over sixty years ago a young Viet
namese presented himself at Versailles where
negotiations for the end of World War 1 were
happening. He wanted his nation to be re
presented in the French parliament.
He
sought freedom of speech and the press for his
people. He asked for freedom of association,
the release of political prisoners, government
by law and equal rights. His requests seemed
reasonable enough; but as policies were
shaped, no one listened.
A few years later he was noticed as a
member of a Soviet commission to investigate
a peasant rebellion in China. He surfaced in
1946 as Ho Chi Minh of North Vietnam.
Ignoring these early requests tor independ
ence, we shaped our policy by Cold War
standards, devastated lndo-China, and dug
student graves at home.
•
•
•
In 1950 Iran sought concessions from the
Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. Iran wanted the right
to look at the hooks of the company. It
wanted more Iranians employed. It insisted
that oil produced in Iran he sold in Iran at
prices based on the cost of production and
not the world market. It wished to be in

Will Kissinger’s notion of “America’s appropriate place in the new
world order” become our national goal in the 1980’s?
As President Carter seems to acknowledge, the policy of interference
irt tiic affairs of other nations when those nations do not accomodate
Ametti-sn inrerests is a dead end.

their minds handing together to do their best.
No longer do the old atavistic reasons exist.
For this, the next election the 1982 con
gressional races ought to he very interesting
for just this one fact alone.
The question now is Which Side Are YOU
on? Not Who arc you FOR; rather, Who (or
What) arc you AGAINST? No longer is a vote
something to use for support; it is now a tool
for backlash. Small wonder politics is best
left to the most ambitious and/or masochistic.
Or to peanut farmers and actors, for that
matter . . .
Reagan's victory was not unexpected but
the magnitude was awesome, as though
Jimmy Carter was being punished by every
body from God (the Moral Majority doing
that end's work) to the unions (with the nonworkers delivering that blow) to the networks
and news media (although that was not a
group really out to punish;just the roll call of
one disaster after another).
"Traditional
Politics
with
a
VENGEANCE,” as Gary Hart (US Senator,
Colorado; former George McGovern campaign
manager) once termed the 1972 Democratic
nomination fight, is now at its nadir, if not its
finish. Tonight, the bank vault is open . . .
and it is not yet 10 o’clock . . . and all around
the color is Reagan blue, just like the buttons.
Note: the last time an incumbent Demo

formed of to where the oil was exported.
Iran’s requests seemed reasonable; but the
Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. refused to listen.
As a result. Mosadeq was elected and he
nationalized the oil wells. Dean Acheson,
who was secretary of state at the time, wrote:
“Never had so few lost so much so stupidly
and so fast.” Negotiations between Iran anil
the company failed. The British concluded
that Mosadeq had to be crushed anil punished.
This led to the collapse of his government and
our own CIA escorting the Shah to a position
which brought misery to Iris people.
•
•
»
A rcccnl visitor to Grand Rapids who had
spent seventeen years in secondary education
in Iran said that almost every family in the
entire nation had experienced the brutality of
SAVAK, the Shah’s secret police. In the
meantime the Shah amassed a fantastic per
sonal fortune. And we with the Near East
secured against Soviet incursion enjoyed years
of cheap energy.
Oil was not the issue for us in Iran. We
were concerned about the Cold War. Iran was
an important outpost in that policy. We had
to ensure a friendly government and the Shah
was willing to cooperate. He was not one of
those obstreperous, wild Iranians that had
shown the audacity to confront the British
and threaten nationalization. He would work
with us and with our support keep the Near
Fast and its oil safe, whatever the cost to the
people of Iran.

Well, a tide of rebellion has surged, the
Shah is in exile and those who once supported
Mosadeq are again in power with far morereason to hate the West than they hail thirty
years ago. In our effort to rescue the hostages
some graves have already been dug.
The policies of nations evoke peoples
deepest loyalties anil convictions.
Loyalties to the people of Iran which were
buried for thirty years have emerged again as
their struggles for justice continue. Our own
loyalties run deep but seem often to be mis
placed.
They seem over anil over to be
directed to the wealthy and the powerful and
not to the people. While the origins of our
own nation lie in rebellion against arbitrary
and unjust rule and in the capacity of people
to rule themselves justly, our ability to
respond to the demands for liberty by others
seems always to be undermined by our dread
of Soviet power.
•
•
•
It is not just in the Near East that our
loyalties arc tested. In our own Southern
Hemisphere we seem consistently to support
the rich anil the elite. And here too graves are
being dug by our policies. Hopefully we will
learn. Remembering our heritage, perhaps
we will learn to listen to those who cry out
tor freedom from terror, torture, and tyranny.
(Sncdeker is a member o f the G l/.S'C
Campus Ministry.)

Letters
Editor,
1 had an opportunity to attend
the Student Senate meeting on Nov.
3. T he topic of debate was the latest
proposal for reducing the Lanthorn’s
debt.
The administration has indicated
that it will close down the Lanthorn
if the proposal is not soon enacted.
Even the statement, or threat of such
action is a matter of great concern.
But. under the present circumstances
such actions, or the threats of such
actions, escapes understanding.
It is most important to note that
the size and nature of the debt is not
an indication of the Lanthorn’s
normal business activities. Most of
the debt was incurred by two in
dividuals, one being the editor, over
a two month period, two years ago.
The unfortunate implications of such
a debt arc clear and the individuals in
question were tried for their actions.
The Campus Judiciary hearings,
however, did not result in the return
of the funds.
All student organizations arc re
quired to maintain accounts, from
which they must operate, with the
accounting office. The rules and
regulations of such accounts clearly
indicates that student organizations
can not operate with a deficit.
It is easy to understand how a
debt of a few hundred or e. ;n a
thousand dollars could develop. But.
the Lanthorn’s debt was at one
point, in excess of twenty thousand
dollars.
The administration has gone to

questionable at best, and to threaten
(Editor’s note. Porter, currently
great effort, dating from the early
and mid seventies, to establish to punish the whole student body by a graduate student in Siedman
budgetary and accounting systems to closing the Lanthorn is not only College o f Business and Administra
tion, was the president o f GVSC's
prevent precisely this type of situa inappropriate, it’s irresponsible.
student government during the
tion from developing.
1975-76 school year.)
Dave
Porter
Historically, the accounting office
and the administration have frozen
L A N T H O R N Latter, to tti# editor m utt include signature, address end phage
the accounts of student organiza
number of the writer. The eddreu end phone number will not be printed. The
tions which developed deficits. Why w riter’, name may be withheld on request but publication o* in o n y m o u i le tte r, I,
was the Lanthorn’s account not not encouraged. Letter, which ere legible end under 300 w ord, ere moat likely to be
frozen in 19783 Surely, considering printed. All ere subject to careful condensation. TH E L A N T H O R N reserves th e
the circumstances, such actions right to reiect any letter.
would have been appropriate.
I regret anv suggestion that the
administration’s failure to take the
appropriate action was intentional.
But, clearly the administration must
accept responsibility for its failure

TH E L A N T H O R N

to take actions demanded by their
own budgetary and accounting
systems.
Under these circumstances the
administrations etforts to punish the
U nthorn and the Student Senate,
for the actions ot two individuals, is
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New Counselor in Cooperative Ventures
by Larry See
“ I would like to sec better support
ive services for students,” said John
Zaugra, Grand Valley's new career
counselor.
“ Especially in the area of returning
women students,” Zaugra continued,
“because they arc at a disadvantage
when they come here. Some of them
arc anxious and don’t have a lot of
confidence. I would like to identify
a special class where these people
could go and be with people in their
own environment.”
Zaugra’s responsibilities at the Ca
reer Planning and Counseling Center
(CPCC) include “working in the ca
reer planning and counseling areas,
doing educational planning and coun
seling with students, helping to
evaluate our efforts here at the CPCC
so we know what our different

strengths and weaknesses arc, and
I’m currently in on the 'thinking'
phase of a new program.”
The new program will be called
Cooperative Ventures. Intended to
get the center associated with area
schools and social agencies in the
area, the program will start next sem
ester.
"We will work together for com
mon goals and objectives, Zaugra
said.
Zaugra holds a bachelor’s degree
from Southern Illinois University-,'
his master’s degree from Chicago's
Roosevelt University and his doctor
ate from the University of Montana.
When asked why he chose Grand
Valley, Zaugra said he needed an
“opportunity to work in the area of
career development on a full-time
basis."
Zaugra was a high school counselor

Soap Breaks Become a Campus Ritual
by Janet Singleton

P resenting. . . The N ite L ites
"ROCK-A-BY BABY" may not be one of the tongs the Nite Lites,
Glen Myers (top photo, far right) and Wesley MeAt ee (top photo,
right) sing during their nightly lullaby services, but their own songs
seem to be just as effective according to the expressions of Angel
Peoples(top photo, far left ) and Kathy Fuson(top photo, left)
(photos by John S. Wanat).

Grand Valley Offering
Three Televised Classes
by Audrianne Hill
Grand Valley is moving up in the
age of technology.
Beginning this semester, three
classes are being taught as telecourses.
Telccourses, or courses taught with
the aid of television, have been used
in three of Grand Valley’s colleges College of Arts and Sciences, William
James College and Kirkhof College.
The courses are set up in thirty min
ute segments and are shown two
segments weekly for fifteen weeks.
Telecourses are brought to the air
waves via Channel 35 and also on one
of the area’s cable stations.
“ It’s another way to bring informa
tion to the student,” explains Pro
fessor Milton Ford of Kirkhof Col
lege. “We've entered into a level of
sophistication. In more recent years,
we would build courses around what
Channel 35 was offering, for instance
the Shakespeare plays, but now, we
are choosing our own courses."
There were three courses used this
fall semester, pertaining to the sub
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jects of Psychology, the “Cosmos”,
and mathematics.
The courses that will be offered
next semester are “The Art of Being
Human” — a Humanities course of
fered by Kirkhof and under the
instruction of Ford; “ Writing for
Reasons”, out of WJC and taught by
Professor John Jellma; and “Oceanis“ , directed out of CAS and taught
by Professor Norman heeling.
The courses allow instructors to
require little or no campus class
meetings, however, most will re
quest student attendence to an oncampus orientation, and mid-term
and final examinations.
Offering an alternative from the
lecture format of most classes, telc
courses take away the formalities and
bring about an informal approach to
teaching with the use of slides and
films creating improved design, visual
and sound stimuli.
“ It gives us much more freedom
and flexibility," Ford said.
Anyone seeking more information
about a particular telccoursc may
contact its instructor.
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actual budget amount and the
monthly budget projection has been
paid in full and deposited in The
Lanthorn account,” the proposed
agreement says.
The Newspaper Board was to
"Further,” it says, “that if during meet Nov. 5 to discuss the agree
this freeze any expenditures are ment.
made by The Lanthorn or its person
nel, those individuals or The Lanthom’s officers (Editor and staff)
will be held personally responsible
for those expenditures, and the
Colleges will have and exercise the tampons at all.” states Callahan.
Callahan strongly discourages the
right to take appropriate actions
against the aforementioned in use of natural sponges as an alterna
dividuals to collect funds to pay for tive to tampons advising women to
use sanitary napkins or absorbent
the expenditures.
“In such a case, when The Lan doths instead.
"Those women who use tampons
thorn wishes to resume budget oper
prudently,
and are practicing good
ations. the (Director) will unfreeze
purchasing authority, when and only hygiene have a very small risk from
when, the difference between the toxic shock.” remarked Callahan.
notify the appropriate offices that
the Colleges will not accept any
charges by individuals purchasing for
The Lanthorn,” the agreement con
tinues.

TSS
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UCLA and
“other” California
schools.
“ Soaps are more sophisticated than
they ever were,” Smith says.
“They’re shooting on location now
in places like Ireland, Greece, France,
the Bahamas.’
Moreover, “they can treat an issue
with more in-depth coverage and
perspective than night-time program
ming,” she adds.
“They cover
issues like wife beating, cancer, abor
tion, infidelity.”
Smith guesses that the subject mat
ter has helped soaps reach new, male
audiences. “We get a lot of letters
from men. For every three men who
write, you can bet there arc seven
behind them who don’t write.”
ABC's line-up of “General Hospit
al,” “All My Children,” and “One
Life to Live” seems to be most pop
ular among students, she observes.
The reason may he that the compet
ition -soaps like “As the World
Turns” and “The Guiding Light”—
are older and more conservative in
tone.
“The ABC stories integrate their
oldest and their youngest story
lines,” Smith points out. She, like
many of the students contacted for
this article by College Press Service,
thought “General Hospital” was the
most successful integrator.
Student interest tends to center on
the talc of Luke and Laura, just two
of the tormented crew at “General
Hospital.” Luke is a down-and-out
kid from the wrong side of town who
got mixed up with mafioso. Laura’s
past is a bit checkered, too- notably
the business about killing her mot
her’s lover. But then she married
Scotty, and became respectable.
Luke rapes Laura, paradoxically
because he thinks the mafia is going
to kill him for not carrying out a hit.
Scotty finds out about it, tracks
Luke to a boat, and attacks him.
They struggle. Luke pitches over
board. Scotty has killed Luke, as
well as the viewing habits of millions
of college students.
But wait. Luke not only survived,
he left town with Laura. When last
seen, they were both on the run from
a transvestite hit man.
Figuring out why such material
appeals to the educated elite of
American youth can be a problem.
"The programs have obvious ap
peals," says sociologist Rodney
Jacobs of the University of
“They offer romance and escape and
relatively-harmless titillation. But
as to why college students watch
them instead of higher-quality pro
grams that offer the same things, I
don't know."

because they were interested in the
involved plots, 30 percent said they
watched because the characters were
"so dumb,” and almost 14 percent
noted the beneficial effect of watch
ing televised programs that made

(CPS)
Vivian Rclta, a graduate
student at Cornell, starts with
'•Ryan’s Hope.” Then she switches
channels between ABC's “All My
their uwn IrouMcs Scciti trivial.
Children” and CBS's “The Young
Jacobs figures "it’s the same reason
and the Restless.” Afterwards comes
people
of all ages watch "I hree’s
“Edge of Night,” “One Life to Live,”
Company.’
All of us who have
and "General Hospital.”
studied
television
viewing know why
And Relta’s viewing habits, once
people
watch
mindless
shows. But
assumed to be exclusively those of
no one honestly understands it."
idle housewives or aged shut-ins, arc
becoming more common among
Editor Lorraine Zenka Smith, how
college students. Soap operas, in
ever, is willing to make a guess.
other words, have come to campus.
Women viewers, for example, weren’t
Estimates of just how many stu
offended by Luke's rape of Laura
dents have taken to the soaps are
because Laura “ really didn’t mind.
almost always unscientific. But one
She had a crush on hint all along."
scholarly study, by Northern Illinois
And why would someone have a
University professors Myles Breen
crush on her rapist? “Still a lot of
and Jon Powell, projected that 40
men write for the soaps,” Smith
percent of the female and 10 percent
explains.
of the male students on campus reg
ularly tuned in.
“ I would estimate about 30 percent
of the studentsJicre watch them,”
speculates a Yale senior who pre
ferred that her name be withheld.
The senior, who says she’s suspended
most TV viewing in deference to her
by Audrey Jane Johnson
studies, likes “General Hospital” be
cause “it's so complicated. I started
It sounds like the profile of a new
watching and got hooked."
and highly dangerous narcotic ad
A male senior at Harvard's Currier
dictive, mood altering, capable (ac
House “used to watch them, but I
cording to some of its users) of all
don’t anymore since school started.”
but shutting down rational thought
He notes that “quite a few people
process.
seem to know something about
But far from being a drug, and hard
so I would say most of them have
ly new, the current wave of "day
watched them.”
time dramas” invites you to “ fall in
Apparently a number of students
love in the afternoon". These mod
haven’t been able to give up the
ern soaps arc the latest thing in a
soaps for the duration of the school
long line of serialized drama, going
year.
back to the days of radio.
Celia Roddy, a dorm head at Corn
What these soaps do not share with
ell, knows “quite a few" women who
their radio predecessors is a wide
daily gather in the TV rooms of
reaching audience that includes an
sorority houses and dormitories,
ever increasing number of college
particularly to watch "General Hos
students.
pital.”
Why do college students watch
But she claims Cornell women don’t
soaps? Connie Innis. a College of
watch as much television as women
Arts and Sciences student, says she
at other colleges. And no one in col
watches soaps sometimes as a way to
lege, she asserts, cares as much about
"rest my mind". Her sentiment was
the soaps as high school students.
echoed by a William James College
Roddy supervised a group of high
senior, who said, “I watch soaps
school seniors in a special summer
when 1 want to veg out, and not
program at the university. The stu
think about anything at all”.
dents, she recalls with some awe,
Another WJC student who asked to
“planned their whole days around
remain
nameless, said that while she
the soaps.”
finds the stories depicted boring to
Lorraine Zenka Smith, editor of the
her own life, she sometimes turns
soap fan magizine “ Rona Barrett’s
them on when she is home alone
Day timers" says the campus soap
just for the noise. She added that
opera boom is part of a more general
she thought some of the women she
spread of popularity for the shows.
knows watch soaps in order to trade
She cites a budding interest in the
their own problems for the oucs
programs for their production values
experienced by the character on the
and for sociological observations.
screen
She wouldn’t mind cultivating that
Another reason frequently cited by
In the Northern Illinois study con
interest, either. She has been discuss
ing the possibility of teaching classes ducted last fall, 40 percent of the the persons interviewed on campus
on soap operas with administrators at soap watchers said they viewed soaps last week was the desire to analize.

from page one
“However," she continued, “any
one, including men, has some risk of
toxic shock. It’s important people
realize Staph is a potentially danger
ous bug for many reasoi.s, not just
because of toxic shock.”
Callahan felt the coverage of TSS
in the Grand Rapids Press was veryirresponsible - because what
was
printed was very “iffy."

some ten years ago. lie worked with
the "disenchanted” youth who
didn't know why they were in
school. According to Zaugra, they
also did not understand how schools
represented the key to the future.
After student: realize that, lie says,
they get more out of school.
Eventually, he started to get some
“good satisfaction” from the stu
dents he helped and decided that ca
reer planning and development was
his “key to Success.”
In addition to working full-time,
this "outdoorish person” spends a lot
of time with his family.
He is
married and has two boys. Their
names are Christopher, 12, and Mark.
10. His wife, Susan, is a registered
nurse and docs a lot of wildlife
photography.
The whole family
enjoys such recreational events as
camping, rccquctball and swimming.
“I like Grand Valley people," re
plied the new recruit, “they arc a lot
healthier than the people in Idaho
(where he once worked) and aijc verv
supportive and encouraging. We al
wavs talk about our ideas here."
Zaugra said.
The Grand Valley Planning and
Counseling Center helps students
choose their particular career. Sem
inars arc offered each semester to aid
students in planning their career
goals. In addition, a Michigan Occu
pational Information System (MOIS)
maintains a computer in the center
The main career center is located in
the Commons building on the first
floor. Other satellite branches arc
spread out and arc located in the
William James College locale and
Zumberge Library maintains a MOIS
machine setup.
In addition to career planning, the
center also offers counseling to stu
dents with personal concerns and
helps students with preparing resu
mc’s, credentials, and graduate
school applications.

Living the J.R. Phenomena,
O r Vegging with the Villianess
Donna Munro said, “The thing
that’s so nice about soap operas is
that you can sec all those lives from
the outside; it’s easy to see what
they’re doing wrong. It gives you a
feeling of superiority”.
The “villaincss”, who has always
been a part of the soap opera senario,
is another source for a feeling ot
superiority. No matter how evil she
may become there’s still a certain
attraction, "the J.R. phenomena".
One student said, "I watch to see
Iris (the villaincss); there's always
the danger of her becoming nice, hut
1 hope that doesn’t happen”.
If you haven’t already become
hooked on one soap opera or the
next, the only way to avoid it is to
stav away from people who arc. Al
most everyone interviewed said their
mother, grandmother or a friend
fills them in on all the character his
tones and helped them get hooked.

A ttention All Nursing M ajors:
The School of Nursing will be sponsoring
group advising sessions during CAS
Advising W eek, November 10-14. Please
sign up for a session in the SAC office,
105 LMH.

919 L Grand River
East Lansing, Ml
48823
( 5 1 7 ) 332 2539
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Play Celebrates B ig Sucess,D espite Small Crowd
of values in America between big
business and the counterculture of
the sixties,” commented Roger Kills,
the director of “Celebration
Although many of the actors
delivered admirable performances,
the reasons for the success of this
production were obviously shared by
those from behind the scenes.
John S. Hyatt, Scene Designer,
and Michael Friedman, Technical
Director, combined their artistic tal
ents and created a trucly exciting
and impressive set. The play was
done on two levels and hail an ex
tending platform. The staging not
only worked well for the actors,
but it complemented and heightened

by Thomas L. L. Saulsbcrry III
Apparently, not too many people
got the word, but last week "Celc
bration • a political Rock-Musical
tiptoed into the Louis Armstrong
Theater for a four night engagement.
The first three evenings attracted
small numbered, hut appreciative,
audiences. However, the lack of a
crowd failed to dim the lights of suc
cess on this colorful and ritualistic
play.
Written by Harvey Schmidt and
Tom Jones, the story takes place
on a New Year’s Eve, supposedly
in the present near a large city.
"The play deals with the conflict

the chorcographical numbers as well.
Helen Ledoux Bray also presented
an excellent backstage performance
as Costume Designer. Masks and
colorful costumes were a vital aspect
in the production, and Bray’s efforts
contributed to the grandeur of this
production, aiding the interpretation
of the provocative and touching
aspects of the play. Renita Bellmore
and Karen Miner, the wardrobe and
the make up supervisors, respec
tively, also did commendable work,
as well as the long list of lighting and
technical workers.
Yet “Celebration’’ was not with
out good onstage workers. David
Cisco, playing Orphan, the last of the

do-gooders, delivered an outstanding
performance.
Cisco was coupled
with Valerie Hiltz, who also gave an
admirable and sexy performance as
Angel, type cast as girl most ltkely
to . . .
Although this play was a notable
success as presentation and produc
tion is concerned, Grand Valley’s
student body and staff have yet to
show a considerable interest in it’s
home-ground theater.
Thus, the
Theater Department continues to
desperately search for a play or gim
mick to bring a major crowd into the
Louis Armstrong Theater, and "Cele
bration” proved to be not a bad
piacc to start.

Un,homArts/Entertainment

BILL LAWRENCE, AS 'Mr Rich' was featured in Celebration (photo
courtesy Media Relations).

'Targets'Rock Concert H it m e Right M ark With G V Students
by Nancy Daugherty
Monday night was full of a variety
of musical melodics for the few at
the Louis Armstrong Theater as the
sounds progressed from falling rain
and acoustic folk music to steel
guitar and the pounding rock ‘n ’ roll
of the band “Target.”
The concert started off on a mel
low note with Dave Cisco on acoustic
guitar performing oldies but goodies
from such artists as John Denver,
Van Morrison, and the Beatles; with
some original tunes mixed in. Un
knowingly Cisco set the mood for
the night with his original "1 Just
Want to Have Fun With My Music,”
for according to the Target banu,
that’s what the concert was all about.
Although the turnout was sparse
about 50 people at the most-those
that stuck it out obviously had a
good time with the music.
Following Dave were “Flash” and
“Hello stranger”, alias Gordon Berkel

an alumni of TJC, and Ekim
Nosnhoj (Mike Johnson spelled back
wards) on acoustic guitars singing
originals such as “Smile” and “The
Bagel Song.” The pair have been
playing together for about six years
and have a pleasant folksy sound
that left the audience unprepared,
and some anxious, for the main
attraction Target.
Although some have described the
Target band as “specializing in
punk the band itself prefers to call
it rock ‘n’ roll. Whatever the label, it
was LOUD.
There were some
technical problems with the equip
ment, as the lead guitarist seemed to
be drowning out his own voice with
his playing, but the band was tight
and the audience enthusiastic.
Most of the songs were original,
such as “Nu Art” and "Almost
Haris’, but there were some recogni
zable and familiar tunes such as the
Who’s "Hunk Meets the Godfather”
from the ‘Quadrophenia” LP. En-

couragcmcnt from the audience
brought out the Monkee’s “Stepping
Stones” as an encore.
Lead guitarist and vocalist F.d
Singer accented the music with some
nimble leaps around the stage, as the
concert ended on a high note with
drummer Ross Barkcrl jumping over
his drums, drumsticks flying as high
as the mood of the band. Other
musicians included Tom Webb on
guitar and Tracey Fredricks on bass.
All of Target’s members live in or
around the Holland area and usually
perform in that vicinity. Monday
night was their debut performance at
Grand Valley, intended to be an
enjoyable musical evening for musi
cians and audience alike.
Ed Singer spoke for Target in
saying, "No matter what, I’ll always
put out one hundred percent." The
business is entertainment, and "as
long as the audience can sec that
there’s something going on it’s worth
it."

TARGET DRUMMER ROSS BARKERL (left), bassist Tracey Fredericks (right), Ed Singer and
Tom Webb (lower right) entertained in LAT Monday night (photos by Sue Kazlaw).

W JC O ffers To Revive
Defunct TJC Show case

A -M A r

by Nancy Daugherty

William James College has adop
ted the Showcase under the leaderAttention mimists, actors, music- ship of faculty member Robert
ians, dancers, artists, vidiots, and Mayberry as promised to TJC.
audiences of GVSC.! There is some- Mayberry plans to keep the original
thing tor everyone where art is name, as it is essentially a continuainvolved; whether it be creation, don of the TJC Showcase and its
revelation, observation, or content- jdeals within WJC.
plation. A revival is close at hand
At present the showcase is still
for the artist inherent in us all, in in the early planning stage and is
tile form of a born-again 1JC Show- seeking a little interest and input
case'
from organizers and participants to
make it happen. It is expected that
The TJC Showcase was once a thc series will be held monthly in
weekly exhibit or performance fca- either the skylight Room or Cinema
tunng students, faculty, or guests Center of u k c Superior Hall, and
of Thomas Jefferson College. It was to be the best of a variety of artistic
an opportunity for multi-media expressions. Interested persons are
artists, particularly students, to show urged to contact Maureen Ruddy
the results of their efforts, and for at 458-8697 or Robert Mayberry
everyone else to benefit from them, at 141 LSH.

by Steve Aldrich

H ard To Argue With Specials
When the Specials took off last year, they projected a style and a
sound hard to argue with. Not only were they sub-cultural trendsetters
who made great dance music, but they also displayed socially redeem
ing qualities as well by placing a song about birth control at the top of
the British singles charts, and in general promoting a very positive racial
image in an area where it’s badly needed.
However, it’s been a year now and there are those who’ve had their
fill of everything that’s popped up in the wake of the Specials, not to
overlook that the band themselves have run into some serious musical
commotion from The Beat. A carbon copy of their debut album
would still be a guarenteed success, but apparently that’s not what’s
happened here at all.
Uore Specials (Chrysalis) is an amazing album that defies overall
description. Side two is as far removed from side one as is side one
from the first album.
Leading off with Prince Buster's “Enjoy Yourself (It’s Later Than
You Think),’’ the band dives headlong into what they’ve always done
best, providing a great vehical for singers Terry Hall and Neville Staples.
"Rat Race,” the single from this past summer follows. What seemed
like a minor song as a single release sounds great as an LH track. "Man
at C & A" is a h’llarious romp for Neville to skank over, as is "Sock it
to ’em J.B.,” yct another James Bond song.
But side two is where the real action is. "Stereotype" is the
strangest Specials single yet. Jerry Dammers’ lyric about a teenage
alcoholic is wrapped around an oddly sinking melody musically framed
by Spanish guitars and trumpets; along with Terry Hall's ghoulish sing
ing, all of which leads into another rap from Neville. “ Holiday
Fortnight,” the instrumental that follows, is pure calypso. "I Can’t
Stand It” is just right for the Holiday Inn, with Terry cooing with
Rhoda Dakar of the Body Snatchers, and a Dammers organ solo Denny
Lainc (formerly of McCartney’s Wings) would be proud of.
“ International Jet Set” is the slow ballad of the album. The music
carreens around the lyrics like an airsick passenger trying to find his
way to the bathroom. The storyline is mainly about being alone,
alienated, and paranoid on an airliner, suffering thru everyone else's
conversations and endless muzak. Finally the plane goes into a spin and
ends with Captain Staples giving the survival instructions amidst roaring
engines and screaming passengers. As the jet goes down we're treated
to one more rendition of “Enjoy Yourself,” this time rendered on one
of those organs sold in shopping malls for people who don’t play the
organ.
If all of this sounds like it might be a little bit different from the
dance-party atmosphere of the last album, you're right. Side two
stands alone thus far among the most adventurous music of 1980.
Ther's a very strong possibility you may not like this album one bit.
but The Specials are taking risks and maybe you should too.

Killing Game Shot Down B y School B oard
(CPS)
Oregon State's Student
Activities Committee voted recently
r - stop the playing of thc game K..A.
O.S. (Killing As an Organizing Sport)
because it was “potentially harmful’’
to thc student body and the rest of
the community.
Thc committee ruled that the na
tionally popular fad would be dan
gerous if allowed to proceed during
the fall term.
“We felt that it could scare a lot
of people,” says Tom Lindstrom,
co-chairman of thc committee.
“People are up in arms around here
about it. We’ve had a lot of rapists
and other criminals roaming around.
It wouldn't be safe."
OSU’s Experimental College had
helped organize a K.A.O.S. game on
campus, using student funds.
Under thc game's rules, students who are called assassins - arc pro
vided with a victim's class schedule
and physical description. The victim
is usually followed by the assassin
who tries to make a “hit,” usually
with a soft rubber dart. If thc hit

is made successfully, the victim is
knocked out of the game, which
proceeds until one assassin is left.
That person, of course, is declared
the winner.
But when the game was brought up
to the committee earlier this month,
its members unanimously believe.' it
should not be played until it could
be revised. For instance, Lindstrom
says, if students could take out the
shooting and stalking and instead
emphasize the positive elements, it’s
very likely the game could be per
mitted during the winter term.
“ I told them (some students who
organized it) if they could glorify
the good things about the game, it
could receive a more positive reac
tion,” I-indstrom says.
He adds those positive aspects
include the chance for students to
meet each other, and become good
friends.
“ But those thing: are overshadowed
bv the test for survival, thc shooting,
and the bad feelings it leaves. We're
a conservative campus and we won’t
PAST TALEN TS O R th ai
stand for that." he says.

(photo by John S. Wanat).
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G allery Sponsors
K iddie W orkshops
The CC Art Gallery will be spon
soring "Children’s Art Beat ."five art
workshops on Saturday mornings.
This is an artistic experience emph
asizing creative and visual thinking,
promoting self expression through j
the use of basic materials. Class size |
will be limited to twelve children, I
upper elementary age level. Classes j
will be taught by Jean Neidlinger, a
William James College Art major
with an emphasis in Art Education.
The cost of the workshops arc one
dollar per child per session, and will
be conducted from 10:00 - 1:00 p.m.
SCHEDULE OF WORKSHOPS (sub
ject to change):
Nov. 22 Self expression with clay
Dec. 20 Mural work, paper
weaving
Jan. 24 Folk art: drawing and
painting, clay
Feb. 21 Block painting
March 21 painting and sculpture
For more information, contact
the Gallery at 895-6611, ext. 502,
afternoons.

GOOD GRIEF! WELL, IT’S not exactly the Great Pumpkin, just ordinary GVSC students sporting
some not ,o rd in a ry ghoulish garb. However, the other trickers couldn't figure out ,f the guy on
the right was a product of Halloween horror, or dormitory dining (photos by John S. Wanat).

One Thing Or Another
Fighting

by Darlene Johnson

Boredom:P arlour Games’ With A Different Twist

Once again, the first term of the school year is almost over, and the
novelty of on-campus living has worn it’s residents down into a bored
stupor.
With campus-provided entertainment usually lacking, most students
are forced to locate their own sources of entertainment, which arc
generally on this campus the Games Room, a friend’s room, or the GVI.
Party Store Number Two beer section.
Another more traditional solution are ‘parlour games’, such as chess,
Monopoly, or card games; originally developed to prevent one’s dinner
guests from going stir-crazy after being seated in a musty parlour with
the other boring strangers. However, even these alternatives soon lose
their magic.
For the truly daring, here arc a few suggestions for palour games
with a psychological twist. Most of them may seem a bit obnoxious,
but then, once you think about them, you’ve probably been playing
most of them all your life. Besides, it’s only a game-isn’t it?
THE “IT” GAME
Celebrated as one of the most popular and frequently played party
games, this nerve-tester has annoyed it’s players and unlucky victims for
centuries.. .. .
A large group of people of varying status and tastes are divided into
smaller cliques. Each clique must then establish a mass-mediated sub
cultural phenomenon common to that particular group as IT;listening
to Reggae music, eating marijuana-n-sour cream dip with carrot sticks,

The person who insists on wearing real jeans such as L e vis’ u
group of Gloria Vanderbutts is to be labeled an " in d iv id u a l
mo
therefore " o u t."
Technically, this makes the “individual” the real winner Howeser,
the remainder of the group will insist otherwise.

etc. The groups arc then asked to intermingle, each group attempting
to downcast another with attacks of psuedo-status without having to
compromise on their one-sided opinions. For example, a member of
one group might proclaim "Boy, Billy Joel must have been kidding
when he released ’Glass Houses’. Billy’s always been IT, but New Wave
is what’s IT, and those wordy and cohearant ballads arc just not IT.”
Group Two might then retort Yeah, but nobody who s really II
would ever kiss the demands of the musically ignorant public and
follow a commercial fad.”
Like Monopoly, it’s players often become ovcrly-scrious and violent
when defending their grounds, despite the fact that it s only make
believe, and arguements can run endlessly. Ihc game is ended and a
winner is declared if and only when someone eventually realizes how
pointless the whole discussion is, dismissing ail it’s participants as hope
lessly stuck-up idiots.

RUMOR, OR GET THE PICTURE?
A group is seated in a large circle. Using a sheet of paper an-.I
pencil, the first person is asked to draw a large circle. I he material is
then passed to the person seated on the right, asking them to draw r
identical circle figure.
When everyone has had a turn, the circles arc com pare d, and t
course not one of them will be exactly the same as the o rig in il i .ms
of the other circles. This is how rumors are created, (.c l the p ictu re
SOUND FAMILIAR?
This sophisticated practical joke is an all-time GVSC tavorile l
suspecting young people are lured from the opposite side ol the su e
by a series of tempting slides, showing obsolete concerts in non evisunt
domed structures; only to discover they’ve been recruited to a 1 m r
little institution in the middle of an oversized cornfield,
familiar?

OUTCLASS/OUTCAST
A one-on-one version of the IT Game, this ty'pc of amusement is
usually played with a small group of persons who may or may not be
friends, but regularly see one another, such as roommates or hallinatcs.
Like the IT GAME, a domineering person or persons decide on a
self-proclaimed standard of class, in which acceptance or “coolness” is
gained in conforming with the rest of the group. In some groups, this
may be as easy as dunking a certain type of beer, or constantly repeat
ing a mundane cliche (ie; Dig I hat, Not Right . . . ).
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What’s Happening
R m I Eyes Cinema-presents the anim ation
o f WJC p ro f. Deanna Morse. Tues.,
Nov. 11, noon, downstairs, LSH Cinema
Center. Free, munchies on sale.
W illiam B eidler-T e nor.

GVSC Faculty
Recital. F ri., Nov. 7. LA T. 8 P.m.

W IB F ilm s -"M a k e O u t", the opressive

experience from a women s point of
view, o f making out in a car. Wed.,
Nov. 12. CC theatre, 1*2 p.m.
Geo flicks—The Currituck

Film , Wed.,
Nov. 5,1 1 a.m. and Rise and Fall of the
Great Lakes, Mon., Nov. 10, noon,
118 L o u tit.
A Funny Thing Happened on the Way

A in 't M isbehavin'-the Fats Waller musical
w ill be at Miller auditorium . Western
Michigan University. Fri., Nov. 14-15,
8 p.m. Tickets $10, $8, $6.

Voyager to the Giant Planets -continues
at the GR Museum Planetarium thru
Nov. 30 w ith shows at 2:30 p.m. Sat.
and Sun. S1 general, 75 cents students.

Chorus Line James W. M iller A uditorium .
Nov. 1-5, 9 p.m. Tickets $12.50, $10.00,
$7.50. For more info call 383-0925.

College Night sponsored by the Soil
Conservation Society at the Silo Gopher
in Marne, Thurs., Nov. 6, There is no
cover charge.

Student Recital-Charles Brault.
Nov. 9, 3 p.m . CFAC-LAT.

Annual Fashion Show and Dance
sponsored by Afro-American Associa
tio n . Sat., Nov. 15, 9-2 p.m. in the CC
Multi-purpose Rm. Show includes
fashions by Gantos, Hudson's, Chess
Mates. Tickets $3. Call 530-9649 for
more info. Music by Savoir Faire.

Harlem Globetrotters Grand Center Civic
A udito rium , Mon , Nov. 17, 7:30 p.m.
A ll tickets reserved at $6 and $7.

\
ll

Music in the Grand —1840-1940—exhibit
held in conjunction w ith the opening o f
the Grand Center. Exhibit includes a
series o f Sunday afternoon concerts.
Museum hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Mon.-Fri., 1 -5 Sat., Sun., and holidays.

Photography E x h ib it*-b y Monique
Tim m er and Jeremy Connaly shown in
the Campus Center A rt Gallery Nov.

Nosfaratu Dracula film thru Nov. 6
at the Bijou. Lake Dr. at Wealthy.

10- 20.
RetrtMpeetiwe-a mixed media exhibit by
Wilm s Janczyntka Boshewicz. continues
thru N ov. 7 in the CC Gallery.

G R Msitwim A - n . Film S f - . - P r e s e n t ,
the silent classic "Greed” by Eric Von
Stroheim . M on.. Nov. 1 0 . « GR Museum
M ulti-purpose R m . Only e dollar for
members. $2 general.

Royal Winnipeg Beilet-Jem es W . M iller
A uditorium .
Tickets S8.50, $6.50,
S 3.00. 8 pan.
Football-o n the big
Sunday afternoon and Monday
nite at 9 in CC lounge. Free.

Sunday-Monday
K re e n .

Grand Valley Chamber O reheatra-wiH
perform Sun.. Now. 1 6, 3 pan-. C FA CL A T . Free.
........iiiiia d ,

Smiae—Tandem ,

modem

dancan. Wad.. Now 1 2. noon. C FA CLAT.

prior to the issue publication is desired
(Lanthorn is distributed late Wed.),
along w ith sponsor name and number
to A rts/Entertainm ent Editor, The
Lanthorn. A ll notices subject to editing.

QUAD
Mth SI if l BdtSnt - South of EnBxoot Mel

1511
i n 'a t "if u //>< 'll
/■<> A

s ii< n r !

Stunt Man E Private BenjaminCri J
! Elephant Manm FANTASIA |
_________ PJ

L O T T A M IL E S
Nov. 5-8

What's Happening welcomes notices of
all campus or campus-related events.
Inform ation must be submitted one week

M o th e r s D a y ;

j

to the F o ru m —a musical comeJy. Com

m u nity Center, Grand Haven, weekends
o f Nov. 7-8 and 14-15 at 8:1 5 p.m.,
and Tues-Thurs 11-13, 7:30 p.m . $4.00
general, $2.00 special. Dinner/Theatre
Package available. For more in fo call
842-0700.

m i l II/* > j

03

Sun.,
Alex Haley Miller Auditorium , Western
Michigan University. Wed., Nov. 12,
8 p.m. Tickets $3.50 general, $2.00
students. For more info call 383-0925.

Ilil

RONNY FRA Y
Nov. 10-15
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Behind The Scene Look:

Individual Success Story
O f Tennis Victors
Wayne State foe in the first round
greatly helping the team.
Nancy
Although tennis is an individual had a 15-2 conference record and
sport it is a team effort that enables was 19-3 over-all.
players to ciaim a victory, bach
player of the team is an important
Louanne Price provided exciting
asset to the team for it to be a sue- act>°n at number five singles. Ac
cess. It is not very often that any cordin8 to Dickinson. Price had a lot
sport has the type of season that the
UP and down matches at the
Cirand Valley’s womens tennis team beginning of the season but was
has had. I.iterally every opponent much improved in the end. Louanne
they have played this year has bit- had an outstanding conference record
ten the dust at the expense of the
^ w‘ns a8a‘n5t 5 losses and 15-7
mighty Lakers. It hasn’t been just on the season. Price, along with Marti
one or two players enabling them to Loud, was a member of the number
win all of their matches, but the en- thr« doublcJ combo- Together they
tire team has a great amount of compiled an outstanding 14 wins
rhe talent and ability needed to win. aga‘" « j" « one defeat in the conferThc number one singles player is encc and tbey wcrc 18-2 over-all.
Kelli Presinga. In her first year at
Filling in this season at the numGrand Valley as a transfer student, ber s‘x seat was Mart> Loud. Marti
Kell, compiled a 14-1 conference
far
most improved player
record and an 16-3 over-all mark. on tbe team, she really came on
’’Kelli had an excellent year, as well str° ng towards the end. She’s a very
as I had hoped. Playing number one good athlete also,
said Coach
is always difficult because they are Dickinson. Loud had a 14-2 over-all
up against the uest players from the rccord Plus VCI7 important victories
other teams. They set the tone for in the conference and state tournhow the rest of the team will do,” ments.
commented Coach Dickinson.
Karcn Holmes teamed up with
Becky Keeney was seated at the Bccky Keeney at number two
number two role this year. Keeney, doubles. Coach Dickinson refers to
just a freshman, also had an except- them as his frustration
doubles
ional year, she also had a 14-1 con- team. Holmes is very quick on the
fcrence mark plus 18 wins against court and an aggressive net player,
only two losses on the season. Becky Both girls put different types of spins
was a semi-finalist in the conference on their returns which makes it difftournament and a flight winner at 'cult for other teams to adjust. They
the state tournament. Keeney team- combined forces and had an outed up with Karen Holmes in the standing season. Together they were
doubles department and they
undefeated in conference play with a
had a very fine season.
15-0 record. Their only loss of the
Patty Dickinson was impressive at y ear came in the conference match,
the number three spot. She improv- Loach Dickinson didn t feel they
cd her 6-8 rccord of last year to 12-2 wcrc really up for the match as they
in conference play and 16-4 over-all. easily beat the same doubles team at
Dickinson also matched up with the state tournament. 1 heir over-all
Drcsinga as the number one doubles mark was 19-1.
team. They had an excellent conMaris
Elliot
and
Debbie
trasting style in which Patty was able Posthumus were additional strengths
to lob a lot and change the position to the Laker team. They filled in
of their opponent and Kelli was nicely at the doubles spot with four
able to put the shot away. They wins against no defeats,
went undefeated in conference matThe women couldn’t have done as
dies with a 15-0 mark and they had well as they did with out the help of
a 19-1 season record.
their coach, Don Dickinson. This is
Playing tough at the number four Dickinson’s second year of coaching
position was freshman Nancy Hack. Hie ladies. Last season he turned a
“Nancy did much better than I had losing squad around with a record of
expected.
She had an excellent 8-6 ‘n the conference. This year he
temperament all year,” said a pleased ' cad his team to perfection with a
Coach Dickinson. Nancy was a flight 17-0 seasonal record plus a conferwinner at the conference match, and cnee tournament win and the first
even though she wasn’t victorious at state title for Grand Valley in tennis
the state tournament, she beat her ever.

Lanthorn

by Sue Shaub

Womens Tennis Squad Ends Perfect 17-0
Season With State Championship Crown
by Sue Shaub
Coach Don Dickinson and his
women’s tennis team would do
well if they ever traveled to Las
Vegas. All season the Lakers have
faced unbelievable odds against them
but have come up with a seemingly
impossible win. The state tourna
ment held at Wayne State this past
weekend was no exception. Grand
Valley faced the worst first round
draw possible.
Four of the six
singles players were pitted against
arch rival Wayne State, their tough
est opponent in the tournament.
After the singles finals were finished,
Grand Valley had two winners.
Number two seated Becky Keeney
avenged her loss at the conference
tournament to win in her flight at
the state competition.
Keeney
played a strong match after losing

BECKY KEENEY SHOWS fighting spirit as she smashes a forearm
shot across court. Keeney was a gold medalist at the State tourna
ment winning her flight at second singles. (Photo by Bob Stofer).
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at the conference tournament. It ter than their Ferris State opponents
was another Grand Vallcy-Wayne and winning 6-4.
State knock-down, drag-out match.
The women again came through
The l-akcrs strategically mixed up
their shots and fought their way to when they needed to the most. The
a win. The match went only two three doubles wins clinched the state
sets as Drcsinga aand Dickinson title for them. Grand Valley pre
combined to whip Sella and Lazar- vailed in first place with 24 points
ska from Wayne by a score of 7-6, followed by Wayne and Ferris with
6 3.
16 and 14 points respectively. It
Number two doubles were also was a perfect finish for the women
pitted against Wayne State in the that rounded out an undefeated sea
finals but Becky Keeney and Karen son including the conference and
Holmes didn’t waste any time dis state tournaments.
Grand Valley
posing of their foes. They defeated has dcfinatcly taken over in their
Schollard and Hill with reasonable conference as the powerhouse team.
ease, 6-3, 6-1.
They have been consistently strong
Number three doubles team Loud all year, with great depth in all
and Price were also victorious in their areas.
The Lakers will hang up
match but had a little tougher time their rackets and tennis shoes for a
pulling it out. The first set went short break and resume practice in
into a tic breaker in which the Lakers the winter. They will now advance
won 7-6, and the second set was also to the regional ioumaiiient which
close with Grand Valley playing bet will not be held until this spring.

NUMBER ONE SINGLES player Kelli Dresinga concentrates on
delivering an ace serve. Dresinga along with Keeney led the team in
conference singles victories with a 14-1 record (Photo by Bob
Stofer).

Cross Country Squad Is N o M atch
For Stronger NCAA Division

«

x >

the first set, and in the end set
back Ferris State's Holly Trishncr,
4-6, 6-3, 6-3.
Marti Loud carried her winning
trend from the conference match
to the state tournament. At number
six singles, Loud creamed her Wayne
State opponent in straight sets,
6-3, 6-3.
Despite the two victories in the
singles matches, Grand Valley was in
a three way tic with Wayne and
Ferris when the tremendous strength
in their doubles play and it wasn't
the first time the women have been
under pressure to win.
“ I think we play the best when
our backs are up against the wall
and the pressure is there,” said
Coach Dickinson.
Number one duo Dresinga and
Dickinson faced opponents that had
given them their only loss of the
year which was just two weeks ago

___________
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by Hoy Tinsley
Grand Valley's cross country squad
traveled to Kenosha, Wisconsin last
Saturday to participate in what prov
ed to be their last meet of the season.
15 teams from across the midwest
were on hand to take part in the
NCAA Great Lakes Regional quali
fying ten thousand meter run. The
competition was very strong pitting
some tough NCAA Division II teams
against a young Grand Valley squad.
Primarily made up of freshmen and
sophomores, the Laker squad lacks
experience which is an essential as
set in any NCAA meet.
Fiastern Illinois with 49 points

walked away with first place while
Ferris State tallied up 5 1 points tak
ing second and an invitation to the
NCAA nationals where both teams
are headed November 15.
Grand Valley finished the meet
eleventh sending one member of the
team, Glen Bradley, to the national
event. Bradley, a sophomore from
Charlotte, is the cross country squads
strongest runner and has proven this
through out the season finishing
first for Grand Valley in almost
every meet.
At the conference meet, Bradley
ran what Coach William Ginger
called “a very fine race," crossing
the finish line in 33.05. Thus, con

sidering Grand Valley’s tough course
and the length, ten thousand meters
was one of Bradley’s better races.
Last Saturday however, Bradley
finished the regional 10,000 meter
run in just 32.10, qualifying him for
the NCAA Division II na„jnal meet.
Coach Ginger stated that, “ Brad
ley ran a strong race and we have
high hopes for Glen in the next two
years.’’
Looking at the overall season.
Ginger said, “ I think we ran well,
but we were disappointed that Rich
Christenson couldn’t finish the sea
son. We feel his injury hurt our
chances in both the conference meet
and in the regionals.”

TH E L A K E R F IE L D H O C K E Y team may not have had a winning year but they displayed the type
o f hustle that w ill make them tough next season (photo by Bob Stofer).

F ield H ockey Finishes Season W ith Shutout
A gain st U ndefeated C entral M ichigan
by Chris Dowdell

each others goalies.Sherry Anderson
scored the only goal to give the
The word is out, the Laker field- Lakers the win 1-0. Coach LuAnr?
hockey team is respected and will no Schaar commented that “We played
longer get trounced.
a very good game to beat Central
and it was the first time in history
In their last three games, Grand we’ve gone to penalty strokes.”
Valley suffered two setbacks and
squeezed out a victory to finish the
Against Hope, Grand Valley fell
season.
behind 2-0, but came back to tie it
Playing Central Michigan’s un two all by attacking Hope’s weak
defeated squad the Laken dominated left side. Schaar added, “we allowed
play and settled for a scoreless tie at the winning goal to score by over
the end of regulation play. Then playing their left side and let them
playing triple overtime, the first ever score on a breakaway with four
for Grand Valley, the game went to minutes left.” The final score was
penalty strokes. Five players for 3-2 in favor of Hope. “We deserved
each team alternated r»k»"g shots at to win this one and it got away.”

In the state tournament against
Northern Michigan, which usually
blows the Lakers out, the game
started out with no team dominating
play. Senior goalit Faith Heikklla
played a great game in goal stopping
21 of Northern’s 23 shots on goal.
Northern scored two quick goals
against Grand Valley in the second
half to win. Coach Schaar was
pleased with her team's play the last
few games and made these comments:
“next year we will be very compet
itive, this was our worst record in
the past three years, but our best
team overall, and even though we
had a losing season we are respected
by our opponents.”

THE ULTIM ATE CONNECTION G LID ED into Kentucky Ian Saturday m i placed third etory on
page 7 (ptioto courtaey of the Ultimata Connection).
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Laker Football Team Slips By
League Leading Northwood
by Richard Plowden
There is an old saying in sports
that goes “three strikes and you're
o u t.” While facing the Great Lakes
Conference leader Northwood In
stitute, Saturday at Lubber’s Stad
ium the Grand Valley football
squad almost had to take that affirm
ation literally. The Lakers marched
down the field to Northwood’s goal
line three times and were stopped
at the goal line twice before scoring
a touchdown with a little over one
minute to pfay giving Grand Valley
a 17-13 victory.
The game began looking like
Laker games of the past when on
Grand Valley's first play from scrim
mage the Lakers were called for off
ensive holding resulting in a 10 yard
penalty.
Northwood added to the crowd of
2,263's woes when on their first poscssion quarterback Jim Dolmetch
scored on a four yard run and Jeff

Conlin covered the extra point
giving Northwood a 7-0 lead.
Northwood scored again on a 52
yard touchdown pass from Dolmetch
to Jaycee Smith and Conlin missed
the extra point, but Northwood still
had a comfortable 13-0 lead.
Grand Valley got on the score
board with 12 seconds left in the
first half when quarterback Dave
Quinlcy hit Jeff Chadwick with a
eight yard touchdown pass and
Kamal Cariuty kicked the extra
point.
I.atc in the third quarter, Quinlcy
was blasted by two Northwood
defenders putting an end to him for
the day and seeing back-up Steve
Michuta come in to lead the Lakers.
Cariuty was responsible for the
next Laker score when he converted
a 15 yard field goal, Grand Valley,
10, Northwood Institute, 13.
The Lakers' last minute heroics
was set up when fullback Brian Bates
scampered for an 18 yard gain

giving Grand Valley excellent field
position. On fourth down and four
yards to go, Michuta connected with
tight end Randy Rae for a Laker
touchdown, Carivty’s kick was good
and a very big victory.
Laker Coach Jim flarkcma said. "I
didn't even think about a tie, the in
tegrity of the league is too great for
thaf." tlarkcma added, “Michuta is
a great player. There was no doubt
in the team that he could do that.
Michuta’s strength is that he is 6 4
With his height he can dump the ball,
therefore he has some strengths that
David Quinlcy does not.’’
Michuta was named GLIAC offen
sive player of the week and defensive
back Craig Blanchard, who had a
league record 112 yards in returns
and two interceptions in bis last
home game in a Laker uniform was
named the Conference's defensive
player of the week for the second
time this season,
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by Fred Garrett

Rolls Into W isconsin
The Grand Valley extramural sities across the midwest. The team
bowling
team
traveled
to has a schedule of approximatly eight
Sheyboygan, Wisconsin October 26. tournaments bowling at Indiana
State University, Kent State Univer
Kyle Reed brought back Grand sity, and the University of Wisconsin,
Valley’s first bowling trophy in the Oshkosh.
On January 25, the extramural
singles event. Reed won eighth place
club will host their first annual tour
with a scratch series of 630.
The extramural squad bowls nament at Grand Valley Lanes with
against various colleges and univer 18 colleges participating.

pR

WHO IS THAT bespectacled man? The young man in the Seattle
Seahawks helmet is none other than Ron Essink, former AllAmerican from Grand Valley (Photo courtesy of Media Relations).

U ltim ate Connection P laces 3rd
Last weekend Grand Valley’s own
Ultimate Connection frisbee team
competed in the Central Region
Ultimate Championships. The cen
tral region championships, which en
compasses 60 teams across the mid
west, was held in Kentucky and the
Ultimate Connection took a specta
cular third place for the second timein two years.
On Saturday, the Connection won
three games defeating Ohio Univer
sity by a score of 18-9, and whipping
Milwaukee - Windy City 17-11 beforeoutlasting Southern Illinois 18-11 in
the quarter-final.
In Sunday’s semi-final game the
Connection played their old enemy
Michigan State University and were

beating the team from East Lansing
10-7 at half-time. Michigan State;
however, rebounded in the second
half and took a tough 17-15 victory.
The
Ultimate
Connection’s
captains Brian Lewis, Dave “Cisco”,
and John Lighthizer were pleased
with their squads performance,
especially because of the adverse con
ditions that they worked under.
“We have to be pleased with our
performance,”
Lighthizer
com
mented.
"Because our ^ ^ d g et is
frozen by the school we had to raise
the money to finance th^^rip our
selves,” he added, “We set a goal of
four hundred and fifty dollars and
through various fund raising events
we surpassed our goal.”

The next time Grand Valley goes
out of the country for a volleyball
tournament, phase make sure and
tell all the other American teams to
stay home. The Lakers whipped all
of the Canadian teams they played
(two) but woefully lost to all Ameri
can teams (four). “We had a fun
weekend, but not a good one,” said
Coach Boand.
The trip would have been a per
fect "weekend vacation” but the
Lakers best all around player Jane
Johnson, was injured. The tourna
ment will not add any wins or losses
to the Lakers’ record.
This weekend the Lakers begin
their tune-up for the “big o n e ”
the state tournament. They face
Lake Michigan College and Valpriso (Indiana).
The Lakers will
be one of the top seeded teams in
their division in the State Tourna
ment.

The majority of the opponents
that arc in the Lakers’ division have
already been defeated by the
Inkers squad throughout the season
on their amazing 20 plus wins.
The only team that can beat
tin- Lakers arc themselves. When
“Joan’s girls" are n top of their
game, no team can tight a candle to
them. As they have displayed all
season, the Lakers can tight hack
when down. I bis, being the mark
of all champions, is definitely a
trait of this year’s Laker volleyball
squad Behind the prodding of their
knowledgeable coach, this should be
their year. If Jane Johnson isn’t
slowed by her injury, if Helen
Anscliwcitz continues in her steady
form of playing; and if lesser her
alded players such as Diane Mansfield
continue to come through with the
big play, then the tennis team won’t
be the only Fail champions on the
Allendale campus.
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Phone: 895-4326
Expires Nov. 20. 'SO

How to stretch your
college dollars.
You don I have to be a math genius to figure it out Basic money
management and careful budgeting are two very effective ways to
keep from feeling the pinch when money gets light And we ll tell g
you how to do just that and more, in our next issue of
Insider." the free supplement to your college
newspaper from Ford
We ll explain how to meet the high cost of tuition
through scholarships and student loans We II set
up guideimes ior developing your own
personal finance system
like custom
tailoring a budget
choosing and
maintaining a checking account
and obtaining and using
credit wisely And we II
offer tips on how

stick to those budgets.
With into on where to
live, and how to get the best
buys on food, entertainment,
clothing, travel, textbooks,
stereos, and more. Then we II tell
you how to be sure . ou re getting wha
you pay for And how to complain wher
you don't

t

Check it out. You II find some great tips on how
to stretch your college dollars And who knows,
you may even discover being frugal can be fun1
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Also be sure to check out Ford s exciting new 1981
lineuf, including Escort The front-wheel drive car that s
built to take on the wortd With Escort you'll find some great
ways to multiply your fun
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Volleyball Team Ready
For State Tournament

by Richard Plowden

Extramural Bowling Squad

* * ,r

THE PERSON THAT SAID “A picture is worth a thousand words" must have taken this shot of
Saturday's Laker victory. Grand Valley can't give its fans a conference title this season but they did
generate a lot of excitement with this last minute touchdown reception by Randy Rae (photo by
C.E. Heveker).

From The Sidelines...
There arc many interesting facts about athletes at Grand Valley that the
average sports fan may not be aware of. Did you know that:
Laker fullback Brian Bates has a brother, Brad, playing football at the
University of Michigan. Brian’s father Jim,was also his football coach at
Port Huron Northern High School.
Chris Chadwick, a member of the Laker basketball team is the brother
of Jeff Chadwick, a letterman in football and track at Grand Valley.
Corner back Mike Given’s father played professional baseball.
Tony Koenigsknecht, Grand Valley’s number one nose guard, has a
brother playing football at a MIAA school.
The Laker football squad has three brother combinations this year:
Jim and Jon Mcerman from Coopersville, Andy and Joe Lehocky from
Berrien Springs, and Ron and Rich Nutter from Farmington Hills.
Defensive tackle Hubert Massey is an accomplished artist who spent his
last summer vacation at Slade Art School in London, England. Hint
Beecher, Hubert's high school plays Okemos in the state class B playoffs
this weekend.
Offensive guard A1 Wilson’s godfather is Lenny Wilkens, the coach of
pro basketball’s Seattle Supersonics.
Sophomore quarterback Jeff Oliver was red shirted this year and will
be pushing for a starting job during the 1981 season.
Rob Rubick, the Laker tight end. has a nephew Ron Rubick who plays
at Michigan State University. Rubick, is the cousin of Laker basketball
coach Tom Villemure.
Grand Valley’s Mike Woods, a three letterman from Lansing Eastern
High, guarded Earvin Johnson formerly of Michigan State, now of the
Los Angeles Lakers when the two faced each other in basketball.
In 1957 Gary (Bud) Melchert’s father, Bud Sr., was the starting
half-back at the University of Minnesota.
Wide recievcr Stephan Morgan was an all-city quarterback while at
Detroit Henry Ford High.
Offensive guard Ken Zelmaski’s brother Gary played professional base
ball for two years with the Detroit Tigers organization and is now with the
Chicago White Sox.
Line backer Mike Sucket makes electronic circuit boards for Mass
Transit System signs in Waterford, Michigan dunng the summer.
Randy Pichan, another Laker line backer has a brother Ron who played
football for Hillsdale College.
The group of 13 seniors that will play their last football game in a
Laker uniform, Saturday at Ferris have some impressive statistics. While at
Grand Valley this group of young men has achieved a 26-14 record, two
conference championships, one trip to the NAIA playoffs, scored 1,015
points for a 25.6 point per game average and held their opponents to 698
points for an average of 17 points a contest. For these feats,the Laker
seniors are commended.
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Look for “InskJcr*— Ford*
continuing series of college
new spaper supplem ents.

FORD DIVISION

COMPLETE
RESUME SER VICE
Professional Design
Tailored To YOUR N eeds
Especially For College Graduates
• ACCURATE
• ATTRACTIVE
• CHOICE OF PAPER
• PROOFED BY YOU BEFORE PRINTING

SPE C IA L L E T T E R IN G & A R T W O R K
A VAILABLE IF D E SIR E D

$60.00 MINIMUM
50% DEPOSIT REQUIRED
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL DAVE AT EXT-120 OR 895-7803

When you need some
notes at3:00a.m.,you find out
who your friends are.
Eric Binford
■*
lives for the
>
movies. . .
Sometimes
he kill?
for them,
too!

«DENNIS CHRISTOPHER .

IRWIN YABLANS - SYIVI0 TABET .
A LEISURE INVESTMENT COMPANY & MOVIE VENTURE PS H I - RODUL T.0N

DENNIS CHRISTOPHER . "FADE TO BLACK"’
,M TnOMERSu N NORMANN BURTOh MORGAN PAULL. GWYNNE GILFORD EVE BRENT ASHE . JAMES LUISI
I N D A KERRIDGE
ALE* PH 111!PS JR
CRAIG SAEAN
- IRWIN YABLANS - SYLVI0 TABET
GEORGE G BRAUNSTEiN
RGN HAMAD*
JOSEPH WOtE
VERNON ZIMMERMAN

Opening Soon At A Theatre Near You

You left the notes for
chapter 6 in the library. A sunsign that tomorrow's test will
be heavy with guest" tmm
chapter 6. Someone you know
is about to get a phone call.
He's not going to like it. but he's
going to come through. When
this is over, do something
special for him. Tonight, let it
be Lowenbrau.

___

^enbran.H erels to good friends.

